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Oxygen Forensics Adds Nearly 20 New Features to Launch Oxygen Forensic
Detective X
New Cloud Service Capabilities Added for Mi Cloud, Samsung Cloud, Facebook’s Workplace, & iTunes
Alexandria, VA – November 30, 2017 — Oxygen Forensics, a worldwide developer and provider of
advanced forensic data examination tools for mobile devices, drones and cloud services, today announced
that it has added almost 20 new features in its flagship product Oxygen Forensic® Detective X (version 10).
Among the features, Oxygen has made its industry-leading Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor even faster
by using 64-bit database processing power that speeds up the entire data extraction process.
Oxygen Forensic Detective X enhances investigation abilities for forensic experts with the addition of these
uniquely supported cloud services:
 Mi Cloud - Xiaomi phones are growing in popularity. The Oxygen Forensic Cloud Extractor offers
the industry-first ability to extract all available information from Mi Cloud via login/password or
token including contacts, calls, messages, calendar and other personal data.
 Samsung Cloud backup - Forensic experts can import and parse complete Samsung Cloud backups
that can be accessed via login/password or token. Backups may contain contacts, calls, messages,
calendars, files and Wi-Fi history.
 Samsung Cloud Gallery – Added the ability to extract live, trashed and deleted photos, videos and
documents from Samsung Cloud. This data also contains geographical locations so experts can track
the whereabouts of the Samsung device owner.
As announced earlier this month, Oxygen Forensic Detective X also includes enhanced WhatsApp data
extraction including WhatsApp backup decryption with 2-step verification and data extraction from the
WhatsApp server.
Other additions to Oxygen Forensic Detective X include unsupported apps parsing, drone support
enhancements, selected physical extraction, screen lock bypass for Motorola devices, Huawei backups
import ability (Detective X can find passwords for encrypted backups with the help of a built-in Passware
module), predefined keyword list and an improved SQL editor. For an advanced explanation of all new
features, please visit the Oxygen Forensic Detective X product page.
“We have been very excited to tell our customers and the world about all of the new additions to Oxygen
Forensic Detective X,” said Lee Reiber, COO, Oxygen Forensics, Inc. “With our new cloud services
additions, Oxygen now supports many cloud services, and we continue to lead the competition with two
industry-first WhatsApp extraction capabilities. Our ability to keep providing new product improvements
every single month speaks to the strength and determination of our entire product team as we help
government, law enforcement and corporate forensics experts.”
About Oxygen Forensics, Inc.
Headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, Oxygen Forensics was founded as a PC-to-Mobile Communication
software company. This experience has led the team of mobile device experts to become unmatched in
understanding mobile device communication protocols. With this knowledge, the company has built
innovative techniques into Oxygen Forensic® Detective allowing forensic examiners to access much more
critical information than competing forensic analysis tools. Oxygen Forensics delivers the most advanced
forensic data examination tools for mobile devices and cloud services covering the widest range of mobile
devices running iOS, Android, Windows Phone, BlackBerry and many others. For more information about
Oxygen Forensics, please visit www.oxygen-forensic.com.
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